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anatomia quirurgica australia Adenoma (or adenoma) is a tumor that arises from the surface epithelium (skin, mucous membranes, or glands) of the body. Adenomas may begin as relatively localized benign (non-cancerous) lesions, which develop into more generalized disease. Other neoplasms containing adenomatous tissue include, for example, adenocarcinoma, fibroma, follicular adenoma, lipoma,
spindle cell nevus, lipomatous papule, and apocrine gland adenocarcinoma. Adenomas are further divided into: Benign, meaning: [no cancer may develop] Malignant, meaning: [a cancer may develop] Atypical, meaning: [a cancer is not always present] Karen Friedman (1984) states that the term 'adenoma' is the Latin term for 'lump' and that the term 'adenoma' may be more commonly used in some

other languages, for example, in Portuguese the term 'adenoma' is given as 'adénoma'. Benign adenomas occur most often in the major glands, such as the stomach, the thyroid and the colon. They may also occur in the respiratory and urinary tracts. Compared with the occurrence of cancer, there is a much higher incidence of adenoma – it is estimated that there are at least 20,000 cases per year in the
United States, and that the incidence of adenoma increases with age. It is estimated that there are at least 25 million adenomas in the world, a number that may be increasing as people develop more frequent use of screening methods for disease. There is a suggestion that an increased intake of fat during the fetal life may play a role in the development of large adenomas. It is also suggested that obesity
and diabetes may play a role in the development of larger adenomas. Ectopic adrenocorticotrophic hormone production by the adenoma may increase the cancer risk in some patients. Considerations in the diagnosis In general, the common adenomas of the colorectum, the thyroid, and the stomach can be detected by endoscopy or, as in the case of the thyroid, by ultrasound. In other parts of the body,

radiological methods such as CT scan and MRI are generally used to detect adenomas. Surgery to f678ea9f9e
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